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Warwickshire LPC Meeting Minutes 24th September 2019 (open) at Citrus Hotel, 

Ryton-on-Dunsmore, Coventry 
 

Chair: Faye Owen (FO) 

Attending: Fiona Lowe (FL) (Chief Officer), Faye Owen (FO), Theresa Fryer (TF) (Vice Chair), Zoe 

Ascott (ZA) (Administrator), Caroline Harvey (CH), Mike O’Donnell (MO), Andy Mckenna (AM), 

Charan Kaushish (CK), Sam Griffiths (SG) 

Apologies: Satyan Kotecha (SK), Deepak Lodhia (DL) 

Guests: Rupesh Thakkar (RT) - Warwickshire CSU 

Minutes:   

Warwickshire LPC 23rd July 2019 – discussions over whether all minutes should be closed. FL and FO 

to review and see which parts should be open and closed. 

Matters arising from minutes and AOB:   

CHS loan issue as covered in the last meeting. FL explained that each LPC is proportionally in the 

same position and there is still an expectation from PSNC to need provider arms. FL noted there has 

been significant change to Warwickshire Council and a suggestion of services being moved to CHS. 

CHS are in year 2 of their business. There is concern over how the loan is going to interfere in the 

future for bidding for services. It has previously been agreed for repayment to be made by 2026. FL 

has sought legal advice, options are  – 1) do nothing and leave as it is, this could result in the 

company foreclosing etc. so could still need to keep a watching brief on it and add in an MOU which 

says no LPC will demand the money if that means the company will close, 2) instead of having a date 

– as soon as CHS come into NET profit that is then paid back pro rota to LPCs each year, risk is taking 

the date out and if they never make a profit then no repayment (but same boat if that is in option 1). 

CCA are keen for LPCs to make a decision on. AM – need to understand the company’s fixed costs 

and policies around rewards for employees. FL – costs are largely the directors doing the work and a 

small amount of admin, MO – CHS set up in a different environment, fewer services commissioned 

through advanced services. MO questioned whether the directors scoped against the 5-year 

contract which can show what their role is, where there is quite a lot of advanced services. MO 

added that he thinks the money is done, and every year the LPC could write a letter saying the LPC 

supports them so the company doesn’t close, but the Directors need to horizon scope. There are a 

lot of national services – is there the capacity for contractors to do any local services that CHS find? 

What would their role be in the new environment? FL agreed that we need tighter oversight. The 

directors view is that they need to know an answer for the loan issue.  MO raised that the LPCs need 

a strategic view of where their business sits in the next 5 years and inline with the new contract. 

Discussion over services being commissioned through PCNs and CHS engaging with that. CH – at best 

it would have to be a loose strategy as no one knows exactly how things are. Discussion over CHS 

facilitating, when there is a local commissioned service. FL – CHS have suggested doing some 

contract related work and PCN support, funded by the LPC, all agree this would need to work for 

everyone. Contract to do work and they invoice the LPC.  

Loan Options – CCA have blocked the completely write off option.  
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Vote: 

Option 1 = Leave as it is (2026 and cannot bankrupt) and review annually and keep a closer eye on 

scrutiny committee; 

Option 2 = The date of 2026 comes out and wait until CHS are in profit and then get percentage 

return based on that (and change MOU);  

FL noted could also add an Option 3 = We don’t mind which option, so which is a benefit for CHS. 

Discussion over continued oversight. And discussion over which benefits them 

CK – option 2 would be better for them if it will help them win tenders and if option 1 affects their 

bidding. MO – we need then to give a business plan; this is all based on assumption.  

Further discussion on tendering issue and CCA not wanting to completely write the loan off.  

MO – what is CHS new plan for generating revenue?  

SG – cannot demand the loan as they would go under anyway. Members carried on discussing both 

options.  

FL explained that their second year accounts showed just a £15,000.00 loss, all members think that is 

not bad. They do have numerous services. They also only get paid on activity. MO – they still need to 

come up with a plan. Cost CHS more money in having the memberships. Fundamentally LPCs and 

provider arms need to work the balance out better. They are looking at other options and ways to 

support etc. Challenge for CHS and LPCs – CHS need some clarification to be able to move forward 

and we only have the two options to choose from (with advice from CCA and PSNC). TF – looking at 

accounts they are moving in the right direction. Could commission them to do work for the LPC.  

VOTE: (ideally the least negative impact on CHS) 

Option 1 = MO 

Option 2 = SG, CK, AM, CH, TF, FO 

Will need to feed into the Scrutiny committee and asked for CHS’s strategic vision and plan over the 

next 5 years inline with the New Contract. MO noted he would still like to know what CHS’s role is 

going to be. Discussion over whether contractors will even be taking on local small commissioned 

services. FL noted there is not a set pot that is paying them / employing them.  

 

AM raised the Christmas rota and asked whether there is a direction to open. FL explained that 

pharmacies could sign up to provide rota all the time, but only a few signed up so would not have 

worked as would have had to do them all. They are going to see which areas there is need and try 

and make fair, means they will be asking people to open. So not an expression of interest but a 

direction. They are going to try and go down their list and see what is fair. AM explained that he has 

been told to do Christmas day afternoon 1-4pm, almost you have been chosen but they did put at 

end to please confirm. FL added it will be directed. FL – they are trying to be fair and at least they are 

giving a lot of notice. The fee is £210 per hour across the whole of the West Midlands. Higher than 

other areas. Same price for whichever bank holiday it is. Discussion over how it has worked in the 

past. FL – good thing they are looking in September as it gives time for pharmacies to plan.  

Contract applications:   
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All current applications in BOX.com for members to view.   

- Dudley Taylor redetermination 

- Polar speed DSP refused 

Finance:  CLOSED 

CSU session – Rupesh Thakkar (RT)  

RT is the Prescribing Lead for Warwickshire CSU. Introductions made to all Members.  

RT has bought OTC (over the counter medicines) information for Pharmacies – it is a guide for when 

GP refers Pharmacies for OTC. All GPs in North and South Warwickshire will have this information. FL 

added this would be useful for the receptionists as well. All members agree the guidance is 

extremely useful and especially for the GP – CPCS pilot service about to start. GP surgeries were 

saying at the training that they do not have anything to give to reception staff for the pilot. FL thinks 

they should give more out to the 3 PCNs taking part in the pilot. TF noted there are a few products 

on the guidance that you cannot get – needs to be fed back. RT – this is direction only not saying for 

specific product. 

RT has also provided posters and leaflets for Pharmacies. RT to send some other resources to FL 

electronically. Next stage is for CSU is to use leaflets to go to local press / social media, a big 

communication piece. Also looking at promoting through Health watch and PPG’s. Other looking at 

proposing though schools – RT noted that this is all in draft currently. FL added this was discussed at 

the North Warwickshire CPCS training.  

FL explained there are a lot of pilots in the New CPCF.  

RT explained that CSU are still concentrating on needles and BGTS. Also looking at an inhaler switch 

to the most cost-effective brand. FL asked if there were any changes with the Drug reimbursement 

Consultation. RT believes it is stuck for now. CSU also looking at Category M reimbursement as well. 

MO noted that cat M is a national reimbursement, RT explained more branded generics. RT just 

monitoring the element of cost pressure. MO thinks creating a hamster wheel and funding 

companies to cherry pick from doctor’s drug bills. TF and AM agree. RT would not what to change 

something because of the patients, it would not be fair. CSU have to report to the finance teams that 

there is a financial pressure and change.  

RT – low value medicine, do not think there is a phase 4 out yet, phase 3 has just finished. Part of 

incentive scheme based on reductions on national guidance.  

FL raised the idea of an intervention scheme at Pharmacies, have already sent a draft proposal to 

Jenni Northcote (PCN Lead at CCG). RT asked to be sent the proposal.  

RT added that CSU are also looking at an opioid prescribing review, looking over the next 6 months. 

MO noted this is a massive issue. MO added there will be mental health repercussions for this.  

Discussion over access to the Clinical Directors of the PCNs.  

Break for lunch 

Feedback from joint meeting with Coventry LPC 

TF, DL, FO and CH attended the Coventry LPC meeting on 5th September. Decided 80% of work is 

general over both LPCs, have previously looked at and discussed options and ways of working. TF, CH 
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and FO found it went really well and Coventry LPC were very welcoming and that the ice breaking 

task worked well.  

Had a feedback form for the meeting as well. General view was that going forward from March 2020 

should have joint Coventry and Warwickshire LPC meetings, not merge.  Allocate an hour at the 

beginning and end for each LPC then the bulk would be joint. A lot of different options have been 

looked at with levels from AHW and CPWM. Have also been having working groups across the 3 LPCs 

and the work is completed, do not mind which LPC rather getting the work done on that day. A 

general acknowledgement that there is a large amount of work that can be completed across the 3 

LPCs which would also free up funds, which could go towards PCN work. The plan was looked at over 

so many years and how it would work. Decided that it was too early to tell if should merge or 

federate formally but over the next 2 years should do more work across and put more resource into 

the resource team. Particularly for Coventry and Warwickshire because of the STP footprint so 

would be even more beneficial working closer together. There was very good feedback for the 

meeting. CH was very surprised of how much of the same mindset Coventry LPC had. FO added the 

agendas are the same so FL/ZA are going through many of the same work and meeting twice. So 

may look at federating before the next cycle of new LPCs, 2022, but work towards that beforehand. 

AM understand PSNC wants bigger LPCs for affording team but questioned why this as now have a 

team already. FL answered that something has to give, the team are at capacity, also the LPC is 

relatively wealthy because have saved funds doing work across the 3 LPCs. FL noted they are looking 

at a further support role. There is duplication of work and LPC meetings. Idea is that the LPCs would 

feed up and agree strategic plan of which 70-80% will be the same and then the team would 

feedback but leaving enough for LPCs to focus on the more local work. AM – remembers that the 

local membership had to sign off on the admin work, so if looking at reducing reiteration of work 

then the federated model allows for it to be done by a smaller amount of people, but isn’t there a 

way of doing this before getting to the federated model. FL answered that this is what we are 

looking to achieve, maybe the executives meeting. FL noted that they still want a bottom up 

approach, from the LPCs. Conversation of previous federated discussions. AM – problem is that a lot 

of final outputs are from long winded discussions, so if that was going then where would it come 

from? FL – want a process where the bulk of work has been signed off and agreed as the plan and 

then go and work on, obviously with flexibility as circumstances change. Want an opportunity for the 

LPCs to now get ideas together and plan priorities and how and what level work is being done. MO 

asked how many people would be sat around the table, FL noted it could be 18 but it is extremely 

rare for a meeting to be at full capacity. MO – thought joint working happened at CPWM level, FL – 

and some is. FL explained she does not have the confidence for all the work being done at that level. 

At the joint meeting all members felt more confident with work being done at AHW level. Unless 

there is a merger the LPC is still the recognised body. MO asked where is the benefit? If you are an 

LPC member you are still going to one meeting but your voice is doubted as twice the number? FL 

added that the discussion is largely the same. MO – contribution is diluted. FL – halfway house, if 

federated then number would reduce. Not many in favour of merger. AM – a lot of LPC work is 

business as usual and not contentious, can committee delegate the ability to ratify with a smaller 

number, and then for joint working each committee could send 5 people for that stuff and then the 

blue sky thinking be done at working groups. FL – but could not say we only want 5 members to turn 

up. FL – federated models work differently. FL explained that having the work plan and allowing the 

office to get on e.g like the Contractor Event on 13th October 2019. AM and MO not in favour of 

attending a meeting of 18 people (as in Coventry and Warwickshire LPC). FL explained that the LPC 

meeting sometimes tend to become a discussion session without actions being completed and 

important sessions being squeezed out. FL added that they are not in the position to say only ‘x’ 
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number of members turn up to an LPC meeting, but can with the working groups to complete a 

piece of work of whoever is free. At the combined there were 5 from Warwickshire and 7 from 

Coventry LPC. MO asked what level of decision would there be? There would need to be separate 

votes. Still a lot to be discussed and decided. FL noted that no one at the joint meeting thought it 

was an issue. FL explained that if there were a decision to make then there would have to be a 

separate vote from each LPC. MO explained he has worked in a structure like that before and it was 

horrendous and there were power struggles. TF and CH said it was not like that at all at the joint 

meeting. MO thinks either go one or the other, either say have one LPC for Coventry and 

Warwickshire or keep them separate. AM – issues with Commissioners and outlooks. Would need 

both to only talk about the bits in common. FO thinks it is worth a try and if it doesn’t work it 

doesn’t. Not signing any federation and can go back if it doesn’t work. The admin time is not the 

driver for doing, but there is a lot of work now at a national level. FL thinks maybe doing alternate 

meetings may be better as joint. Also need time to get heads around the new contract and work that 

needs to be done. FL knows that Coventry found it very positive. It was a good combination of good 

conversation and keeping to time. Worth to try a few options. Reluctance to merge isn’t just with 

not trying things but also with PCN work. Further discussion on option to always go back if the 

committee are not happy with how it works.  

Thoughts? Maybe review after trying a couple? Get an idea of how it works. MO thinks that the 

balance of power would not work, there needs to be clear rules, would advise whoever are the key 

members of the LPCs then the rules would need to be sorted. TF do not anticipate any power 

struggle, have ways of working. FL suggest maybe adopt the same ways of working document. Could 

switch the Chair from each LPC for each one. All agree that rules do need to be agreed beforehand. 

Could look at the MOU and alter from the Surrey and Sussex model.  

In principle – next meeting should have large dedication on what strategy should go in to work plan 

for the joint meetings. So, for the January meetings have an idea before any joint meeting in March. 

Could also have an executive meeting in December. All members agree and are happy with this.  

FL explained that one output from the joint meeting was for a session, at future joint meetings, 

where a member of the LPC presents a half hour slot on what is relevant to everybody, eg TCAM, 

CPCS etc. Could also be something that is useful for Contractors as well. View would be that every 

member would do one. MO questioned isn’t that the role of PSNC to give the resources. FL – trying 

to share things that are already out there. Further discussion on options and timings.  

 

AGM 2pm – 3pm: everyone present that can vote has voted on the LPC accounts. No Contractors 

attended. 

 

Chief Officer Update: 

CPCS – National Service coming into effect at end of October and NUMSAS will close, NUMSAS will 

not automatically cross over. It is now a £14 fee a time. There is going to be online and face to face 

training for the 111 call handlers and Pharm Outcomes will be in place. Most important thing is you 

must have signed up and you have to offer the service all the hours that the pharmacy is open. It is 

the Pharmacists responsibility to ensure. There is CPPE training, not compulsory though. The face to 

face will be either a whole day or 2 evenings. CH – NPA view is that there is no insurance issue, but 

there will be a big audit trial on this, think training is a good idea. LPC going to put on more ECG 
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training. MO – think this is going to make pharmacists defensive, and issues with insurance and NHS 

complaints. There are 2 CPPE training dates for the midlands in January, not come out yet, it is an all-

day event, start with 24 places but can go up 3 times that. FL added that ECG have also agreed to 

online and face to face, which the LPC will fund. The ECG training was good for the GP-CPCS pilot. 

Pharmacies are not expected to have all of the equipment. FL has provisionally asked ECG for a date 

in November and January, do not want to compete with CPPE but want to be able to offer for people 

who cannot get onto CPPE course. Discussion over why contractors would sign up, with future 

proofing and getting pharmacists into a more clinical frame of mind with structured conversations. 

Discussion over acting outside of SLA and any insurance issues. FL noted that they are future 

proofing and may add other conditions to the service in the future.  

 

TCAM – FL provided a page update for members. Likely to be a launch event on 13th November at 

the Citrus Hotel and then in Worcester on 14th November. George Elliot are likely to go live first, 

before Christmas. NHSE funding equivalent to MUR fee for these referrals, the budget is 300k across 

the geography so there will not be enough money for all referrals but could use for MUR (while still 

have). The Trusts can decide to do different things and have also asked to inform pharmacies when a 

patient is admitted. All 5 hospitals across the STP are intending to be live by January. 

Cardio Vascular Disease (CVD) working group – looking at trying to bid for one of the pilot’s money in 

New Contract. For AF screening and AF support post diagnosis and treatment and possibly BP. Still 

keen to do without the money but will have to wait and see. There is a lot of interest in this. CH 

questioned the BP service with CHS, FL answered that the pharmacies massively under delivered, 

very frustrating. Had to turn pharmacies away and the ones that took it have not delivered at all. 

Kathy and CHS have been chasing for this. CHS even got their admin fee. Could have used this to 

show off pharmacies. It was a funded campaign for 3 months. Questions over whether it can be 

extended. FL added the same has happened with the Serious Mental Illness service. CH added they 

are struggling with this service. AM added that landing the service at the right time it will work and 

that did not happen. Discussions over summer being the wrong time to land, and holiday season 

creates difficulties. It is frustrating but also now heading into flu season.  

 

Discussion over New Contract Event on Sunday 13th October 2019. Before the event will need to go 

out and tell Contractors of each other’s NHS mails and just remind of event and add link to PCN 

information on website and tell them which PCN they are in. FL explained the PCN session on the 

day and how the pharmacies will be able to tick off the PCN requirement.  

FL went through and explained the agenda for the event. FL reiterated the importance of attending 

the PCN section.  

 

Contractor Support 

Intended to form a plan and gather ideas on what the LPC thinks Contractors need, what the LPC can 

offer and key elements for strategy.  

Brain storming exercise on flip chart – 
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- Understanding the new contract and why it is important 

- Story behind new contract and the direction of travel 

- Understand what they need to stop doing 

- Managing change 

- Understanding the seriousness of the change 

- Business tools -  

- Understanding their business 

- Service support – lose engagement after the initial keenness and expectation to be able to 

deliver a service e.g capacity 

- Implementation 

- Reorganising pharmacies to facilitate services 

- Help and advice with skill mix 

- Timeline  

- Utilise skills in pharmacy  

- Help with planning business for next 5 years / business workshop / leadership training 

- Consistency of approach when landing a service – routine implementation pack  

- How to change business in a structured way to be able to survive 

- CPCS – key focus, ensuring quality and UNDERSTANDING, escalation rates 

- Support CPCS implementation and red flag situation 

- LPC need to understand how the CPCS is being landed 

- Encourage the CPCS training, whilst saying it is more than you need. 

- Ongoing regular contact over the 5-year Contract 

- PCN support – LPC will be in a facilitating role, are developing the packs and resources 

- Understanding the PCN priorities 

- Make contractors understand the gravity  

- Collaborative working 

The biggest challenge for LPC is getting the engagement.  

CH – need to be more honest with Contractors with the seriousness of the current situation. MO – 

establishment payment and MUR payment will be gone by next year, approximately £30,000.00 less 

per pharmacy. Need to drive this direction and tell them how they need to engage with the New 

Contract.  

Discussion over the CPCS national service and the GP-CPCS pilot and differences with referral rates. 

Difficulty with relying on the GPs to make the referrals. NHS 111 are having training on the service.  

CH questioned writing to the Contractors and ‘spell it out’. FL it is difficult getting comms to 

Contractors. MO added if someone has a pharmacy and is not paying attention or do not understand 

the gravity of the situation then there will be closures. FL – need to send a piece of comms on the 

importance again of attending the October Events.  

A lot needs to be done on the CPCS service.  

 

Discussion over strategy work for November meeting and sending out documents for pre reading.  

 

CCA question – FO to complete.  
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Meeting finished.  


